## Motion:
- **✓ Favorable**
- **❏ Favorable with Amendment**
- **❏ Unfavorable**
- **❏ Withdrawn by Sponsor**
- **❏ No Motion**
- **❏ Referred to Interim - Summer Study**

## Voting Record - 2022 Regular Session
### Name | Yea | Nay | Abstain | Excused | Absent
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Rosapepe, J., Vice Chair | ✓ | | | | |
Griffith, M. | ✓ | | | | |
Eckardt, A. | ✓ | | | | |
Young, R. | ✓ | | | | |
Zucker, C. | ✓ | | | | |
Salling, J. | ✓ | | | | |
Corderman, P. | ✓ | | | | |
Jackson, M. | ✓ | | | | |
Elfreth, S. | ✓ | | | | |
McCray, C. | ✓ | | | | |
Edwards, G. | ✓ | | | | |
King, N. | ✓ | | | | |
Guzzone, G., Chair | ✓ | | | | |
**Totals** | 13 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0
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